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Re: Alan M. Cohen & Associates LLC       August 22, 2023 
209 West Central Street Suite 126 
Natick, MA 01760 
Phone: 508-620-6900 
 
Dear Sir or Madam,  
 
I am writing to recommend Alan M. Cohen & Associates LLC. They worked with us on a civil 
action case this year involving collection of a large outstanding balance due Aunt Millie’s 
Bakeries. The outcome was better than expected, based on the courts awarding the ability to 
set aside funds in the defendant’s accounts for our balance.  And then Mr. Cohen negotiated a 
100% settlement on the account balance with the defendant.  This was all largely in part thanks 
to Alan M. Cohen and his handling of the case. 
 
I’ve always put a premium on efficiency and a calm demeanor, both of which are reflected in 
Mr. Cohen.  I attended both days of court sessions in our case.  My purpose was to 1) send a 
serious message to the court that this action and the amount owed are of serious concern to 
Aunt Millie’s, 2) a learning experience for myself, and 3) to witness Mr. Cohen in action, as we 
had engaged him through our attorney in Indiana.  Mr. Cohen was well prepared for our case 
and unshaken by the fruitless defenses of the opposing attorney. He confidently stayed the 
course dismantling the opposing arguments, clearly pointing out to the judge the baseless 
claims that the defense had thrown into the case to muddy the waters and attempt to delay 
any court action.  I continually felt as though our case was in good hands, if not the best.  
 
Mr. Cohen is a delight to work with, extremely efficient with the use of his and my time, and 
certainly accomplished a superior result we were not confident in achieving.  I wouldn’t 
hesitate to hire him again. 
 
Should you have any further questions about Mr. Cohen or his team feel free to reach me at 
260-424-8245.  

 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Judy Bobilya-Feher 
CFO Aunt Millie’s Bakeries 


